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Abstract. Authoring tools in Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) are
designed to make it easier for tutors the use of Artificial Intelligence tools.
Authoring tools allow tutors to develop adaptive, learner-centered courses that promote interaction between students and virtual tutors. This
article presents a review of Virtual Reality (VR) tools for the creation
of Virtual Learning Environments (VLE). In particular, we provide an
analysis regarding how this kind of tools can be combined with authoring
tools in ITS to achieve VLE that present to students realistic, interactive
and immersive educational content. Finally, we discuss some challenges
and opportunities in the design and implementation of authoring tools
and tools of VR for the generation of VLE.
Keywords: Intelligent tutoring system, authoring tools, virtual reality,
virtual learning environment, intelligent virtual agents.

1

Introduction

An Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) acts as a private tutor of the student.
An ITS can adapt to the pace of learning of each student, has a high degree
of interactivity and provides the necessary feedback to each student so that
they can achieve their learning goals [13]. An ITS must have autonomy to act
according to the needs of the student, allowing students to apply the practice of
their knowledge and skills more effectively than with traditional lessons.
The architecture implemented in such systems is basically based on three
modules [27]: Expert module: It contains the description of the knowledge or
behavior that represents the domain or teaching, i.e., the educational resources
of a course. It allows an ITS to compare actions and choices of the student with
the expert, in order to evaluate what the user knows and does not know. The
student module: It assesses the information or performance of each student to
determine their knowledge, reasoning ability, and perceptual skill. Pedagogical
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module: It encodes the teaching methods that are appropriate for the target
domain and the student. It is the engine of execution of the adaptive system.
Based on knowledge, experience and learning styles of the students, the model
selects the most appropriate educational intervention.
Altogether, these modules perform specific tasks, which support actions taken
by each student that is implemented through another module called interface or
communication module. A general system architecture of an ITS is shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Components of an ITS [27].

In ITS, authoring tools create academic content without requiring the tutor
to have programming skills or technical skills. Authoring tools allow tutors to
create learning content based on the activities defined in their interactive courses,
learning objects (LO) and self-assessment online. Examples of such tools include
RIDES [12], XAIDA [16], SIMQUEST [20], ITSB (Intelligent Tutoring System
Builder)[13] and EDUCA [25].
The technology of Virtual Reality (VR) has begun to play an important role
in the education process. The use of VR in ITS presents several advantages such
as improved user experience through the use of interactive objects in educational
settings. In particular, a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) can be defined as
a virtual environment based on a specific pedagogical model. An ITS combined
with VLE tools is also called an Intelligent Virtual Environment for Training
(IVETs). The interaction of the user in a VLE is usually supported by the use of
pedagogical agents, which are usually implemented as Intelligent Virtual Agents
(IVAs). These IVAs are embodied in virtual worlds and take the role of tutors,
interacting with students and other IVAs in the VLE. In general, an IVA is
capable of perceiving, adapting, and reacting to its environment. An IVA may
supervise the activities of students, providing a feedback of tutoring. Course
materials may be developed with these tools so that tutor-to-student interaction
is more realistic. These IVAs are designed and programmed according to a
process by an author. There are several tools for modeling virtual environments
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such as SimHuman[1], ACE (Agent Common Environment) [8], OpenSimulator
(OpenSim) [15] and Unity 3D [24] for interaction with the user.
Current reviews report isolated efforts regarding the development of ITS
authoring tools and VR authoring tools [18,10]. Just a few where found where
an ITS authoring tool integrates VR authoring tools capabilities [21,23]. However, authoring tools for ITS can benefit from the implementation of virtual
environments as part of the teaching-learning process. For example, VLEs can be
created to provide more immersive experiences by allowing the user to be guided
by IVAs; interact with other students, a teacher or human tutors using avatars in
a virtual world and finally allowing the user to interact with simulated scenarios
where conditions are difficult to replicate in reality or involves high costs.
In general, authoring tools lack mechanisms to create academic content based
on virtual environments. However, as mentioned above, the use of VLEs as part of
the learning process presents several benefits. In this article we present a review
of authoring tools for ITSs and tools for the development of VLEs. In particular,
we analyze how authoring tools can take advantage of existing tools designed to
create virtual environments in order to allow tutors to generate more realistic
and immersive academic content, and more realistic and immersive interaction
between IVAs and students.

2

Authoring Tools in Intelligent Tutoring Systems

A wide variety of authoring tools for ITSs have emerged over the last 25 years.
Some of them have been discontinued, but a few authoring toolsets continue to
evolve. Each of these tools has different scope (e.g., authoring for model-tracing,
agent-based, or dialogue-based tutors) and a different set of learning theories
(e.g., Component Display Theory and Cognitive Load Theory) that drive their
design [22].
Currently, there are many authoring tools for ITS. Table 1 shows some of
these tools classified on the basis of their design goals. In category Teachercentered, authoring tools are focused on pedagogy and focuses on how to teach.
In category Student-centered, tools are designed to perform in learning environments in which students can develop skills by practicing and receiving feedback
[12].
Tutors through the ITS Authoring Tools are able to design workflows, constraints, content, adaptability rules, which allow the intelligent agent to perform
recommendations, counseling and evaluations as a human tutor. A brief description of the most important of them are shown in Table 2 as a comparison.

3

Virtual Reality in Education

Since the 90’s, VR technology has been used in educational desktop applications
where students interacted with 3D simulations [3]. In the last 15 years, VR in
VLEs has gained great importance in the process of teaching and learning. For
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Table 1. ITS authoring tools by category.
Authoring
tools
Curriculum
DOCENT [26],
Sequencing and Planning
IDE [17], ISD Expert, Expert CML [7]
Tutoring
Eon [5],
Strategies
GTE, REDEEM [2]
Multiple
CREAM-Tools,
Knowledge Types
DNA, ID-Expert [11], IRIS, XAIDA [16]
Intelligent/adaptive
CALAT [9],
Hypermedia
GETMAS, InterBook, MetaLinks
Device
DIAG,
Simulation and Equipment Training RIDES [12] , SIMQUEST [20], XAIDA [16]
Domain
Demonstr8,
Expert System
D3 Trainer, Training Express
Special
IDLE-Tool/IMap,
Purpose
LAT
Category

Focus

Teacher-centered
(teaching process)

Student-centered
(learning process)

example, using VLE with VR simulation, students visited places or recreated
the history [25].
The teaching design based on VR technology has enabled teachers to use tools
such as Unity (see Fig. 2) to recreate VLE from real places where students can
participate in realistic activities in that environment. For example, the tool Unity
3D can generate virtual and VR environments for education through virtual
characters and 3D components with animations that can be used by an agent
module that implements a tutor.
OpenSimulator (see Fig. 3) can generate alternative virtual worlds for education where tutors create a space with students to design laboratories and
objects that are used to learn the content and skills. Likewise, OpenScenegraph
is a tool designed to facilitate the creation of virtual reality worlds where tutors
are virtually represented by IVAs and students are represented by avatars, as
well as virtual objects that can interact in this VLE.
In a VLE, it is possible to have IVAs that can take multiple roles. For
example, an IVA can be designed as an Expert Agent, a Tutoring Agent, a Communication Agent, a Student Modeling Agent or a World Agent. The definition
of the role of each IVA depends on different scenarios where having an interaction
with the user is needed. IVAs allow a more human-like interaction with users.
They allow applications to have more expressive and emotional content since an
IVA can be based on 3D models that closely match a person’s face and body.
The expression of emotions in IVAs can increase user’s creativity by creating an
illusion of life. A VLE that integrates IVAs promotes a more natural interaction
between the virtual tutor and the user, so that students will have a more effective
communication.
The creation of a virtual environment requires a script or design of the
elements that inhabit that environment, such as 3D objects, agents, avatars.
Depending on the environment, IVAs are added for IVA-user and IVA-IVA
interaction. Currently, there are tools for the design of virtual environments such
as Second Life (SL) [19], OpenSimulator (OpenSim)[15], OpenScenegraph[14],
Agent Common Environment (ACE)[8], SimHuman[1] and Unity[24]. Table 3
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Table 2. Authoring tools in intelligent tutoring systems.
Tools

Functionality
Helps the author to visualize the
relationships between the elements of the curriculum (such as topics, courses,
RIDES[12]
concepts, and procedures).
It allows to develop simulations.
Offers
training in maintenance in four areas: the physical characteristics of a
XAIDA [16]
device, theory of operation, operation and maintenance and troubleshooting
procedures.
Develops
systems of ”simulation-based learning”, the author creates the
SIMQUEST[20]
simulation model, the interface of the student, instructional design and the
environment.
Designed
and developed for teachers in ITS building in multidisciplinary areas. The
ITSB [13]
author can add materials of the course, questions and answers, etc. As well as
modules with their objectives, evaluations, etc.
Develop
adaptive learning material in a Web 2.0 collaborative learning environment.
EDUCA[25]
Another feature is the export the material to content SCORM (Sharable Content
Object Reference Model) for use in online platforms.
Developed
to support problem-based task domain. Requires familiarity with the Java Expert
CTAT[4]
System Shell (JESS) production rule language. CTAT is currently available as
binary (executable) code.
Strives
for authoring toolsets that are easy to access and use, and support authoring
in multiple task domains (cognitive, affective, psychomotor, and social). Its
GIFT[6]
vision is for a shell tutor or architecture where a variety of ITSs can support
training in a variety of task domains.

shows some of the tools for the generation of most commonly used virtual
environments.
Table 3. Comparison of VR tools.

```
```Tools
Characteristics
``

Access
to accounts
3D
design. Object Scheduler
Virtual
Worlds
Intelligent
Virtual Agents (IVAs)
Interactive
Script
Programming
Knowledge

4

SL OpenSim OpenScenegraph ACE SimHuman Unity
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Challenges and Opportunities

Through the literature review it has been identified tree scenarios where VR
and ITS converge: Virtual Learning Environments, Simulations, and Intelligent
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Fig. 2. Screen of a unity implementation [24].

Fig. 3. OpenSimulator 3D virtual world environment[15].

Virtual Agents. Furthermore, we visualize some major challenges and opportunities:
– Traditional ITS are focused on tutoring students in online courses by simulating the behavior of a human tutor and adapting to the student’s
behavior in order to offer help when required. In order to achieve more
realistic behaviors in ITS, it is necessary to include IVAs. However, IVAs
should become more autonomous, capable of learning, have more natural
and adaptive interactions according to the dynamics of the conversation
with the user and changes in the environment. Also, providing a realistic
representation of a human tutor to address some aspects related to factors
that influence on learning, e.g. motivation, stress and feedback.
– The development of virtual environments with VR requires the simulation
of virtual worlds inhabited by IVAs, where learners and human tutors are
Research in Computing Science 146 (2017)
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capable of interacting like if they were in the same place.
– The overlap of the capabilities of VR and ITS could be addressed through the
integration of VR authoring tools and ITS authoring tools providing ways
for developing, integrating and reusing Virtual Environments, Simulations
and Intelligent Virtual Agents.
– Currently one of the opportunities for developers of E-Learning platforms is
the creation of VR environments capable of adapting to educational strategies where a more affective learning experience is implemented.
– Finally, it is necessary to enable the tutor to take advantage of VR on
e-learning environments through ITS-VR Authoring tools without requiring
technical knowledge on VR design and development to create IVAs, Simulations and Learning Virtual Worlds.

5

Conclusion

This paper analyzed the challenges and opportunities of combining ITS Authoring tools with Virtual Reality tools for creating academic content. We found
that usually the development of simulations using VR to model explanations is
highly expensive or requires complex scenarios to be replicated. Nevertheless,
the literature review showed a great variety of ITS Authoring tools that allow
the creation of educational content. We identified some of such tools aimed
at helping the author to create simulation models for instructional design and
virtual environments, which are based on free software. As future work, we are
planning to integrate VR authoring tools within ITS authoring tools to improve
the creation of intelligent tutors in realistic, interactive and immersive content.
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